FISHING LINE – KILLS & MAIMS BIRDS

Monofilament fishing line is an amazingly strong substance that gets snagged on many things in the environment. Little thought is given to snapping the line when it invariably gets tangled; other than “darn that was my favorite lure”.

Just look around trees and shrubs next to favorite fishing holes and see how much fishing line is strewn on the ground and snagged in the vegetation.

To protect wildlife and the environment, always take all line with you when you leave. Discarded line can snag and harm people and wildlife and kill fish, turtles, frogs, birds and small mammals.

*Leaving the area cleaner than when you arrived*

Monofilament kills wildlife indiscriminately. Both common and protected species of birds have been observed locally with fishing line tangled around their legs, wings and beaks. It only takes one line snagged in a tree to entangle and kill.

Audubon California staff frequently pick up and dispose of monofilament along the shore of the Kern River and Isabella Reservoir. It only takes one careless person to trash a place; then again it only takes one caring individual to clean it up. Do your part, knowing that your efforts are appreciated.

*Simple rules for helping to keep wildlife safe*

Here are few simple rules to keep fishing safe:

- Use monofilament recycling bins and help to keep them clean.
- Pick up monofilament and trash wherever you fish.
- When you visit other areas – share what you know about the dangers of monofilament for wildlife.
- Make sure the weight of your line is appropriate for the fish; a number of factors go into determining the right line and pound-test to use.
- Get tips from experienced anglers.

For more information please visit our website:

www.kern.audubon.org

Phone: 760-378-2029
Email: KRPlfriends@audubon.org